
                      

 

 

     COBRA and HIPAA Administration Services 
…let us take the burden from you 
 

 
 

TTHHEE  CCOONNSSOOLLIIDDAATTEEDD  OOMMNNIIBBUUSS  BBUUDDGGEETT  
RREECCOONNCCIILLIIAATTIIOONN  AACCTT of 1985 

(COBRA), enacted into law in 
April of 1986, generally provides 
that employers who sponsor 
group health plans must permit 
covered individuals who lose 
coverage under the plan as a 
result of certain events, to elect 
to continue their coverage 
under the plan for a prescribed 
period of time on a self-pay 
basis.   

Failure to provide either 
notification or failure to adhere 
to the COBRA regulations can 
result in severe penalties and 
possible litigation.   

The HHEEAALLTTHH  IINNSSUURRAANNCCEE  PPOORRTTAABBIILLIITTYY  
AANNDD  AACCCCOOUUNNTTAABBIILLIITTYY  AACCTT of 1996 

(HIPAA) was signed into law in 
August of 1996.  This law 
includes important protections 
for people who have pre-
existing medical conditions or 
might suffer discrimination in 
health coverage based on a 
factor that relates to an 
individual’s health.   

Group health plans and insurers 
are required to provide proper 
documentation that certifies the 
creditable coverage an 
individual has earned.   This 
“Certificate of Creditable 
Coverage” must be provided 
automatically when an 
individual either loses coverage 
under the plan or becomes 
entitled to elect COBRA 
continuation coverage, and 
when an individual’s COBRA 
coverage ceases.   

 

RREEAASSOONNSS  WWHHYY  YYOOUU  MMIIGGHHTT  

CCOONNSSIIDDEERR  OOUUTTSSOOUURRCCIINNGG  YYOOUURR  

CCOOBBRRAA  AADDMMIINNIISSTTRRAATTIIOONN::  

If you currently administer the 
COBRA/HIPAA processes at your 
organization, you already know 
how labor intensive and 
complicated processing the 
documentation regarding this 
requirement is! 

Our staff will help you with this 
intensive process by giving you 
the support you need, taking 
care of all related COBRA/HIPAA 
paperwork and ensuring that 
your plan is administered within 
the required compliance 
guidelines. 

It is our business to make the 
time and have the expertise we 
need to ensure that you stay in 
compliance.  Benefit Strategies 
has developed a program that 
makes meeting your specific 
state and federal requirements 
affordable, easy and reliable. 

With Benefit Strategies as your 
COBRA Administrator, you have 
the option of calling our offices 
to inquire about activity on your 
account or checking a 
participant’s status via our web 
site.   

Not only will we support you and 
your HR staff, we will also 
support your employees who 
have questions regarding COBRA 
and all current COBRA 
participants via our telephone 
support network.   

Think about how easy it would be 
to let your employees know they 
can call us directly with inquiries! 

We’ve attached useful and 
informative information for you 
to review.  If you have any 
questions, please don’t hesitate 
to contact our Sales Office at: 

11--888888--440011--33553399  

DDIIDD  YYOOUU  KKNNOOWW  WWEE  AALLSSOO  PPRROOVVIIDDEE  TTHHIIRRDD  PPAARRTTYY  

AADDMMIINNIISSTTRRAATTIIVVEE  SSEERRVVIICCEESS  RREELLAATTEEDD  TTOO  

SSEECCTTIIOONN  112255  FFLLEEXXIIBBLLEE  SSPPEENNDDIINNGG  AACCCCOOUUNNTTSS  
AANNDD  RREETTIIRREEMMEENNTT  PPLLAANN  AADDMMIINNIISSTTRRAATTIIOONN?? 

 

OOUURR  OOFFFFIICCEESS  IINN  MMAANNCCHHEESSTTEERR,,  NNHH..  

CCOOBBRRAA  //  HHIIPPAAAA  

AARREE  YYOOUU  IINN  CCOOMMPPLLIIAANNCCEE  WWIITTHH  

TTHHEE  NNEECCEESSSSAARRYY  

RREEQQUUIIRREEMMEENNTTSS??  

  

WWEE  PPRROOVVIIDDEE  AACCCCEESSSS  TTOO  

IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  VVIIAA::  

  TTEELLEEPPHHOONNEE  SSUUPPPPOORRTT  

  WWEEBB  AACCCCEESSSS  FFOORR  PPLLAANN  
SSPPOONNSSOORRSS!! 

 

PPOO  BBOOXX  11330000  
MMAANNCCHHEESSTTEERR  NNHH    0033110055--11330000  
11--888888--440011--33553399  

FFAAXX::  660033--664477--44666688  



                      

 

 

FFRREEQQUUEENNTTLLYY  AASSKKEEDD  QQUUEESSTTIIOONNSS  

 

1. What is COBRA? 

COBRA is a law that permits employees who have lost medical or dental insurance coverage to continue participation in 
their health insurance plan(s) on a self-pay basis through their former employer. 

 
2. How soon do I have to respond to this notification letter? 

You have 60 days from the date of your COBRA letter to elect continuation of coverage. During this time your coverage 
is in a “pending state”. 

 
3.    Can my medical/dental/Rx claims still be processed during this “pending state”? 

No, your medical/dental/prescription cards are inactive until you submit your enrollment form and appropriate premium 
payment are received at Benefit Strategies, LLC. 
 

4. How does my coverage become re-activated? 

Benefit Strategies, LLC will notify the carrier and your former employer of the receipt of your enrollment paperwork and 
payment and Benefit Strategies will start the reinstatement process.    
Please Note: 

This process may take up to 5-10 business days AFTER PAYMENT IS RECEIVED IN THIS OFFICE. If you intend to 
enroll, do not delay mailing the forms and payment. 

 
5. I need on-going medical care and have medications to take. What can I do? 

We recommend that you make your election as soon as possible so not to inconvenience you, your pharmacy or your 
providers. Prescriptions can be purchased paying the full amount, until your election is received and processed and 
coverage becomes effective.  

 
6. Can I get reimbursed for medical/dental expenses during this time? 

Yes. After you have enrolled, call the insurance carrier and ask for their procedure for reimbursement of claims that were 
paid out-of-pocket that will need to be submitted for review. For “rejected or unpaid bills” you will need to inform the 
provider of services to re-submit the claim for consideration. 

 
7. How far back can my coverage be dated to? 

COBRA coverage can only be re-instated back to the original termination date. There can be no break in coverage. 
 
8. I did the enrollment process, paid my premium and still I was denied coverage with my provider. What can I do? 

If it has been 3 weeks or more, contact this office immediately. We will contact your former employer to check on the 
status of your reinstatement process. 

 
9. If I still need some assistance, whom should I call? 

Please call our office if you have questions regarding premium payments, rates, terminations, etc. 
 

10. We have an employee out on leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and have heard that she is 

not coming back to work. We’ve been maintaining her health coverage during the leave. If she doesn’t return, or 

if she tells us she’s not returning, do we have to offer her COBRA coverage?  

In either of those scenarios she would be entitled to COBRA coverage, but the timing is slightly different for each. If she 
fails to return to work after her leave, a qualifying event for COBRA purposes occurs for the employee (and spouse or 
dependents) on the last day of FMLA leave. Her maximum COBRA coverage period, usually 18 months, would be 
measured from the last day of FMLA leave. If the employee tells you before the end of her leave that she will not be 
returning to work, the qualifying event occurs on the date she informs you of her plans. Her maximum coverage period 
would begin on that day. Should the rumors prove true and the employee not return, note that you may not require her to 
repay the insurance premiums you paid during her leave before offering her COBRA.  
 

11. We know COBRA continuation coverage may be terminated if we don’t receive “timely payment” of the 

premium. Do we have to allow a grace period?  
In general, you must allow qualified beneficiaries a 30-day grace period to make late payments. This grace period is 
measured from the first day of the period for which coverage is being continued (that is, 30 days from the due date). 

 

13. One of our employees just dropped his medical coverage for himself, his wife and his dependent children. Should 



the wife and children be offered COBRA coverage? 

No. Voluntarily dropping coverage is not considered a qualifying event for purposes of COBRA. For spouses, the only 
qualifying events are the employee’s termination of employment or reduction in hours to fewer than the number required 
for plan participation, divorce or legal separation, the employee’s death, and the employee’s enrollment in Medicare. For 
dependent children, these same qualifying events apply, plus one additional event — the child’s “aging out,” that is, the 
child’s loss of dependent status under the plan’s terms.  

 

14. Our group-health premium rates for active employees and their dependents just went up. We have several former 

employees on COBRA continuation coverage. Can we increase their COBRA premiums? 
The applicable COBRA premium must be computed and fixed before the "determination" period begins. The 
determination period is any 12-month period selected by the plan. It must be applied consistently from year to year. It is 
an accounting period and is not tied to any particular qualified beneficiary’s qualifying event date or anniversary of the 
beginning of continuation coverage. If your carrier increased premiums in the middle of the determination period, you 
may not pass on these mid-year increases to COBRA participants (but must wait for the next determination period to 
begin), except in the following limited circumstances: You were previously charging less than the 102% allowed under 
COBRA (that is, you were subsidizing COBRA premiums). In this case, you may require qualified beneficiaries to pay 
an increased amount, but not more than the maximum 102%. If a qualified beneficiary becomes eligible for a disability 
extension (generally for up to an additional 11 months), you may charge up to 150% of the allowable premium. A 
qualified beneficiary changes coverage during the period and the premium for the new coverage is more.  

 

15. One of our employees is getting a divorce and wants to take his wife off our group health coverage. Can he do 

that? 

He can, but you still likely would need to provide her with the option to elect COBRA coverage once the divorce is final. 
COBRA coverage must be offered when a qualified beneficiary loses coverage because of a qualifying event. Under IRS 
regulations, any attempt at eliminating or reducing coverage "in anticipation" of a qualifying event (such as divorce or 
legal separation) is disregarded in determining whether the event causes a loss of coverage. Therefore, if the employee 
dropped the wife’s coverage in anticipation of the divorce, the group health plan would be required to make COBRA 
coverage available to the wife, effective on the date of the divorce or legal separation.Your employee, however, would 
be well advised to consult with his divorce attorney. The loss of coverage before a divorce or legal separation does not 
constitute a qualifying event, and the group health plan is not required to make COBRA coverage available for any 
period before the date of the divorce or legal separation. If the wife is left without health insurance coverage for a time 
before the divorce is final, your employee could find himself responsible for her uninsured bills. 

 

16. What is "gross misconduct" for the purposes of COBRA coverage? 

Under COBRA regulations, you do not have to offer health-insurance continuation coverage to an employee who is 
terminated for "gross misconduct." Unfortunately, neither the regulations nor the law itself define this term, nor has the 
IRS issued guidance on the subject. Some courts have ruled that the term will be defined by the unemployment laws of 
the state in which the employee works. Be careful before denying someone coverage, though. Gross misconduct must be 
"gross" - an example would be a bank employee embezzling from the bank. Excessive absenteeism, incompetence, or 
defying a supervisor--although typically grounds for termination--would probably not be considered gross misconduct. 

 

17. We just terminated an employee for what we consider to be "gross misconduct." We know that health-care 

continuation coverage under COBRA need not be offered to someone terminated for gross misconduct. If we 

don’t offer him COBRA and we’re wrong in our assessment of his conduct, what penalties could we be looking 

at? 

An employer that fails to comply with COBRA is liable for an excise tax under the Internal Revenue Code. In general, 
the tax is $100 per day for each qualified beneficiary affected by the violation. In addition, a plan administrator (which is 
often the employer) can be personally liable under ERISA for $110 per day for each qualified beneficiary who is not 
notified of his or her continuation rights. 

 

18. We just hired a new employee who has declined health insurance under our group plan because he prefers to keep 

the COBRA coverage from his previous employer. If we’re not in an open-enrollment period when his COBRA 

expires, what happens? 

The federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires employers to offer special enrollment 
periods for employees such as this one. Under HIPAA, employees and dependents who decline coverage under an 
employer’s plan because they have other coverage have the right to enroll if they lose the other coverage or exhaust 
COBRA. The person must request enrollment within 30 days of losing coverage. Special enrollment periods must also be 
offered for "new" dependents, that is, those who become dependents through marriage, birth or adoption. If the employee 
is eligible for enrollment but is not yet enrolled, that employee may also enroll at this time; likewise, a spouse who has 
not yet enrolled may enroll upon a birth or adoption. If an employee declines coverage because he or she had other 
coverage, it’s a good idea to get that statement in writing. 

 

19. One of our employees quit and at first declined COBRA continuation coverage. But then she changed her mind 



before the end of the 60-day election period. Do we have to provide continuation coverage? 

Yes, you do. A qualified beneficiary who waives COBRA continuation coverage can revoke the waiver at any time 
before the end of the election period. However, coverage need only be provided prospectively — that is, it can start on 
the date the waiver was revoked. Waivers and revocations of waivers are considered made on the date they are sent to the 
employer or plan administrator. 

 

20. We terminated an employee, and his last day of work was mid-month. He was given a COBRA election form and 

other COBRA information at that time. Our group health plan requires us to carry him until the end of the 

month. We know that an employee has 60 days to elect COBRA coverage, but when does that period begin 

running — on the employee’s last day of work or the last day of the month when he actually loses coverage? 

This is a common scenario, as many group health plans require that terminated employees be carried until the end of the 
month. The qualifying event for COBRA purposes is the employee’s loss of employment. However, the election period 
does not end until 60 days after the employer sends the election form to the employee or until 60 days after the loss of 
coverage, whichever is later. In this case, the 60-day election period starts to run on the last day of the month. 

 

21. When an employee first becomes covered by a group health plan subject to COBRA, we understand that the 

employee must be provided with an initial notice of COBRA rights. Our employee handbook includes COBRA 

information, and every new employee gets a copy of the handbook. Does this fulfill the "initial notice" 

requirement? 

If the information in the employee handbook explains an employee’s rights to COBRA coverage, then the handbook 
likely is sufficient notice to the new employee. However, initial notice must also be provided to an employee’s spouse 
when he or she first becomes covered by a group health plan subject to COBRA, and the handbook would not fulfill this 
requirement. A separate notice must be mailed to the spouse’s last known mailing address; the U.S. Department of Labor 
has said first-class mailing is sufficient. COBRA requires employers to be able to show that proper notice was provided 
— not necessarily that the notice was received — so be sure to keep documentation proving you sent the notice. 

 

22. An ex-employee in his 12th month of COBRA has become disabled. Is he eligible for the disability extension that 

expands the usual 18 months of continuation health care coverage to 29 months? 

No. Under COBRA rules, a qualified beneficiary is eligible for extended coverage only if he or she was disabled during 
the first 60 days of COBRA; the disability must occur during this period or have already been in existence then. The 
beneficiary also needs a determination from the Social Security Administration that he or she was disabled for SSA 
purposes. It’s not enough for the beneficiary to be considered disabled under the employer’s long-term disability plan. 
The SSA determination can be made any time before the end of the initial 18-month COBRA period, but the disability 
must have existed during the first 60 days of COBRA coverage. A beneficiary must apply to the employer for the 
extension within 60 days of the SSA determination and before the end of the 18-month COBRA period. The extension 
also applies to non-disabled family members of the beneficiary who are on COBRA. If an individual was not disabled 
during the first 60 days, the extension does not apply. 

 

23. When an employee on our group health plan takes leave under the federal Family and Medical Leave Act 

(FMLA), may we put that employee on COBRA? 

An employer must maintain group health coverage for an employee (and covered spouse and dependents) during an 
FMLA leave as if the employee were not on leave. The leave is not a qualifying event giving rise to COBRA coverage. 
However, an employee (and covered spouse/dependents) may become eligible to elect COBRA coverage if: the 
employee does not return to work after the last day of FMLA leave; the employee was covered under the group health 
plan on the day before FMLA leave began; and the employee (or spouse/dependents) would, in the absence of COBRA 
coverage, lose coverage under the group health plan before the end of the maximum coverage period. However, an 
employee (or spouse or dependent) will not be eligible to elect COBRA coverage if, on or before the employee’s last day 
of FMLA leave, the employer eliminates group health plan coverage for the class of employees to which the employee 
would have belonged if he or she had not taken leave. 

 

24. We know that COBRA coverage need not be offered to an employee who is terminated for gross misconduct. But 

what exactly is “gross misconduct”?  

Unfortunately neither COBRA’s statutory language nor the IRS regulations define the term. The definition is currently 
evolving through case law. Some courts have ruled that the term should be defined the same way the unemployment laws 
define the term in the state where the employee worked. Other courts, looking at the dictionary definition of gross 
misconduct, have ruled that misconduct was gross if it was so outrageous as to “shock the conscience.” Although there 
are no clear-cut guidelines, it appears that excessive absenteeism, poor judgment, defying a supervisor, or poor 
performance, while typically grounds for termination, would not be enough to warrant denial of COBRA coverage. You 
should be aware that if an employee is terminated for gross misconduct and an employer decides not to offer COBRA 
coverage, COBRA also does not have to be extended to the employee’s spouse or children. This ineligibility of the 
spouse/children is one reason some employers do not pursue the gross misconduct rule, feeling it is too harsh a result to 
impose on the employee’s family.  

 



 


